Should Charlie have had the operation?

Choose a side

Charlie made the right choice in having the operation

Charlie should not have had the operation

Select your **two** BEST reasons. Are they global??
Select Reasons and Organize for Writing

Look at your reasons

- Which ones are similar and can be combined into one topic?
- Give the combined topic a ‘global’ idea.

Make sure you have TWO “Quality,” “Global,” and “distinctly different” reasons to support your selected point of view (POV).
Expository writing

- Analyze Prompt
- Prewriting
- Determine quality reasons
  - global
  - distinctly different
- Elaboration maps
- Write an opening
  - hook
  - bridge
  - TAG
  - thesis
- Orally rehearse/add transitions
- Write rough
- Write closing
  - So what?
  - So why?
Charlie should/should not have had the operation because...
Sophisticated emotions

Complex, mature, adult-like emotions

Adult relationship/Love for Kinnian

“Now every time I see her she grows younger and more lovely” (295)

“Charles” (296)

“I’m in love with Miss Kinnian” (296)

Never noticed K as a woman

Thought her much older and wiser

IQ up = mature desire up

Reciprocated by K – doesn’t see him as child

Charlie should have had the operation because...